SUPPLY LIST FOR CLASS, DEMO, OR CLUB

Sew You Can Sewing/Quilting Studio
Cathy Martino
Brief Description of Class: In this class students will choose one of the
projects to work on. Choose from a purse or sewing caddy, a table runner,
or a lap quilt top. This is geared towards beginners who want to learn the
basics of sewing or quilting. The caddy features bias binding, pockets, and
a hidden zipper pocket inside. The table runner features raw edge fusible
applique and making bias vines as well as quilting and binding the edges.
The pinwheel lap quilt features cutting, sewing and pressing the large size
blocks, adding sashing and borders and discussing how to get started
quilting. Four sessions with a little work in between at home. Information
on using the internet to find patterns will be shown. You will get the
patterns for all 3 projects in class but choose just one to work on and buy
supplies for. Another supply list will be given at class with pictures.
SUPPLY LIST
Pattern/Book: From the internet and
Our Part #:
Cathy
Bursting Buds Table Runner: ruler, cutter,
and cutting mat, .4m background fabric,
.4m backing fabric, batting 16” x 36”, .5m
fusible web(steam a seam 2, wonder
under, or soft fuse), .2m binding fabric,
.3m or a fat quarter of vine fabric, scraps
of fabric for 25-40 leaves/buds, cotton
thread to match background, jeans 80-12
needle for machine, walking foot, ¼”
steam a seam on the roll or fabric glue
Pinwheel Quilt: 6, fat quarters or .3m cuts
of fabric in med dark colours for the small
parts of the pinwheels, 6, fat quarters or
.3m cuts of med light fabrics for the large
parts of the pinwheels, 2m background
fabric, .5m binding fabric, ruler, cutter,
mat, backing and batting 60” x 80”, cotton
thread, jeans 80/12 machine needle, ¼”
foot for machine, pins
Handy Purse Organizer: .9m fabric if you
want it all one colour or in the store
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sample I used .3m of 4 different fabrics to
mix it up, .5m Peltex firm interfacing, 1
zipper 8” or longer, I will bring some
fabric mesh for the outer pockets, .3m
fabric for bias binding, 1” bias
maker(Optional, I will bring one for class
use), jeans 80-12 machine needle, fabric
marker, ruler, cutter, cutting mat, zipper
foot

Sewing Machine: Please Bring machine to class in good working order, bring full
accessories & manual for machine.
Basic Sewing Kit: Rotary cutter, ruler & mat, Scissors, seam ripper, press sheet,
pins, thread, thread snips, fabric marker of choice.

If you have any questions please contact me: Cathy Martino
cathym@snipandstitch.com
See you at Class!
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